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If yon watch these people you find every movement
graceful and finished, they move quickly sometimes,
and yet never seem to hurry, and whatever they may do
or think their manners remain beyond reproach. It is
impossible not to admire such an attitude to life, and
one even wonders whether under the strain and bustle
of present day existence we may not have deserted the
substance for the shadow They like books, flowers^ and
music like those ancestors of theirs who made Seville
echo from morning till night with laughter and song.
They are poets and artists, so that the shadows on the
mountains towering over Tetuan, the colour and
pageantry of a wedding, and the passage of the khalifa
to the mosque all give them pleasure They enjoy the
peace to be found in their houses, where the only
sounds consist of water splashing in the fountain vase
and the song of the birds as they preen their feathers
They like to talk in their grave, courteous way and can
laugh at a jest or such a proverb as the one declaring
the three most beautiful sounds in the world to be
*The sound of running water; the laughter of one's
beloved, and the clink of money in one's pocket* With
all these romantic qualities one is not surprised to find
them intensely proud and very sensitive
They live a curiously detached existence in which
tune is of no account, but life is so exquisite in that
dream world they are reluctant to exchange it for a
life of endeavour, however gHttering the prize to be won
But every now and then events disturb them from their
dreams Then they display something of the energy
which animated their ancestors and show themselves
ready to suffer for a cause they feel to be right, for they
are brave enough, though not by instinct warriors like
the Berbers I have seen an Arab agitator at Fez led

